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Analyzing Images!

When we think of labor reform, we picture breaker boys or factory girls from Lewis Hine photographs. We imagine the Great Depression as reflected in the face of Florence Owens Thompson, the “Migrant Mother” depicted by WPA photographer Dorothea Lange. Or we see World War II as captured by the iconic image of soldiers raising the flag on Iwo Jima.

In recent years, due to the widespread online availability of historic images, we also imagine the less well-known visual representations of the past that are equally valuable and revealing. Images capture both dramatic and mundane moments in our nations’ history. They offer a rich source of evidence for historical research and history classrooms.

Learning how to carefully read and analyze images, however, can be challenging—especially for students new to historical thinking. Teachinghistory.org has many resources that provide images for the classroom and guides for teaching students how to analyze and use these images in understanding the past.
Looking for visual sources to teach about the past? Click on Website Reviews to find websites that offer historic images such as photographs, paintings, or maps. Many of these resources have special sections for teachers including lesson plans, interactive activities, or teaching guides.

Website Reviews


teachinghistory.org/history-content/featured-website-reviews/14741


SELECTED CIVIL WAR PHOTOGRAPHS

teachinghistory.org/history-content/featured-website-reviews/14613

More than 1,000 photographs available here depict Civil War military personnel, preparations for battle, and the aftermath of war. Images include seaborne expeditions, officers, enlisted soldiers, and places, such as Washington, D.C. Timeline of the Civil War places images in historical context. Does the Camera Ever Lie highlights the constructed nature of images. This website is useful for studying nineteenth-century American photography and Civil War history.

History in Multimedia

Explore audio and video resources to discover how historians “read” images to learn about the past. Discover a host of multimedia materials on history and history education through a searchable database, History in Multimedia, at teachinghistory.org.
3D CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS
teachinghistory.org/history-content/history-in-multimedia/20527

Wes Cowan of PBS’s History Detectives learns about the role of aerial reconnaissance and aerial photography in the Cuban Missile Crisis.

PORTRAIT OF MEDGAR EVERS
.teachinghistory.org/history-content/history-in-multimedia/19127

Smithsonian curators examine a 1963 photograph of civil rights activist Medgar Evers (1925-1963), discussing what it says about racial tension, social activism, and the call for change.

Museums and Historic Sites

GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE

DESIGN KITS ONLINE!
teachinghistory.org/history-content/historical-places/9815

With Discovery Kits Online, Eastman House makes its collections and expertise available for teachers, students, and recreational learners. Kits were developed with the help of educators with attention to K-12 curricular goals and assessment methodologies. Each unit (kit) offers classroom-ready lesson plans and study materials that can be used online or offline. Topics include: Photographers of the American West, Photographs of the Great Depression, Beyond the Image, and Depicting Native Americans.

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR PHOTOGRAPHY CURRICULUM GUIDE
teachinghistory.org/history-content/website-reviews/24160

This guide focuses on teaching with photography across the K-12 curriculum. It includes strategies for using photos in history and social studies classrooms that range from close examination of a photograph’s composition to asking students to become the photographers. See especially the section on social studies and history (Part 3). Topics include visual literacy, documentary photographs, portraiture, and multicultural education.
Best Practices

Teachinghistory.org helps you use primary sources for thought-provoking activities and lessons that promote historical thinking and student participation.

Perfect for Younger Students!

VIDEO: THIRD GRADERS ANALYZING HISTORICAL SOURCES

Watch students in Kimberly Heckart’s third grade classroom learn about child labor during the Industrial Revolution. In carefully sequenced activities, students analyze photographs taken by Lewis Hine, consult secondary sources to build background knowledge and answer questions, and generate connections. Watch their excitement!

Using Primary Sources

SCHOLARS IN ACTION: ANALYZING A NINETEENTH-CENTURY DAGUERREOTYPE

teachinghistory.org/best-practices/using-primary-sources/14571

Scholars in Action presents case studies that demonstrate how scholars interpret different kinds of historical evidence. This daguerreotype of Niagara Falls, taken by Platt Babbitt in 1853, reflects an era when the expansion of railroads and the rise of a middle-class enabled some Americans to enjoy leisure travel. The daguerreotype process, the earliest form of photography, involved a painstaking manipulation of light, chemicals, and copper plates. Daguerreotypes became a popular medium for a growing middle class eager to document themselves and their surroundings. While daguerreotypes could not be mass produced, they often served as the basis for newspaper illustrations that reached large numbers of Americans.

Examples of Historical Thinking

DAILY OBJECTS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA

teachinghistory.org/best-practices/examples-of-historical-thinking/23423

Historian David Jaffee analyzes three nineteenth-century objects: a Hitchcock chair, a family portrait, and a lithograph of [Niagara Falls], Platt Babbitt, ca. 1854, Library of Congress: LC-USZC4-4611.
the West. He talks about how they were made, how they were used, and what they can tell us about the past.

Jaffee models several historical thinking skills, including:

- close reading, paying attention to symbols, objects, and other visual clues;
- attention to source information, such as the date of creation and the artist, to understand the portrayal of the West through the eyes of Easterners; and
- examining the larger context of all three objects to connect them with economic, cultural, and social change.


FREE Teaching Historical Thinking Poster

Request your free Historical Thinking Poster today! One side is designed for elementary school students and the other side for secondary. Display it in your class to help teach historical thinking skills.

Visit teachinghistory.org/historical-thinking-poster-request to request your copy today.
Teaching Materials

Explore teachinghistory.org for ideas about how to teach a particular topic or for innovative ways to improve lesson plans. Teaching Materials contains examples that cover a range of time periods, topics, and grade levels and that can be used immediately in your classroom.

Teaching English Language Learners

teachinghistory.org/teaching-materials/english-language-learners

Students who struggle with English have an especially difficult task in history classrooms. Not only are they challenged with learning core historical knowledge and skills but they are also learning English. History lessons offer rich opportunities to teach both language and content. This feature highlights instructional strategies and key information to help history teachers better serve the English Language Learner (ELL) student population.

Content includes strategies for coaching ELL students in composing claims about cause and effect, responding to ELL student writing, and using primary sources with ELLs.

See, for example, Using Visuals to Build Interest and Understanding (teachinghistory.org/teaching-materials/english-language-learners/24143) on teaching English Language Learners with historic photographs.

Lesson Plan Reviews

MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE

teachinghistory.org/teaching-materials/lesson-plan-reviews/23941

This NEH Edsiteement lesson challenges students to use primary source evidence to assess Grant Wood’s famous 1931 painting, The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere.

Revere, and to determine the event’s historical significance. It provides a wealth of resources for analyzing art as historical evidence and for using art along with written documents to learn about the past. Students start by noting their initial impressions of Wood’s painting and then read a series of primary accounts of the event from British and colonial perspectives. The lesson concludes with multiple assessment options including analyzing the poem “Paul Revere’s Ride” by Henry Wordsworth Longfellow, using evidence to distinguish between fact and fiction, and writing a short story.

Students who struggle with English have an especially difficult task in history classrooms. Not only are they challenged with learning core historical knowledge and skills but they are also learning English. History lessons offer rich opportunities to teach both language and content.

Tell Us What You Think

Please let us know what we can do to make teachinghistory.org more useful to you. Subscribe to the newsletter, request materials or professional development (teachinghistory.org/outreach), email comments (info@teachinghistory.org), or call toll-free (1.866.539.8381). Thank you for all that you do for history education!

Check out the Teachinghistory.org Facebook page!

Visit our Facebook page and stay current on the latest news in history education. Each Wednesday, explore a new link to interesting primary sources or teaching tools ready for your classroom. Each month, discover our most popular resources.
Issues and Research

Stay up-to-date with current issues and research that shape the field of history education.

Research Briefs

TEACHING FOR HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING IN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOMS

All students, even those with learning disabilities, can learn how to think about complex issues such as historical evidence, bias, and corroboration of sources. Ralph Ferretti and Charles MacArthur of the University of Delaware and Cynthia Okolo of Michigan State University have shown that the right instructional techniques can help improve the learning of all children.

Read about their fifth-grade social studies unit on western expansion designed to teach content and historical thinking. Students investigated the experiences of three groups—miners, farmers, and Mormons—and answered the following question: should these groups have gone west? Then they created a multimedia report about their investigation.

Read more at teachinghistory.org

History Education in the U.S.

A REPORT ON THE STATE OF HISTORY EDUCATION

Reading through state standards, it becomes apparent that there is enormous variation in how states organize, frame, detail, and use their requirements and recommendations for teaching and learning U.S. History. From this variety, however, emerges a story of growing attention to history education over the past two decades.

This report examines U.S. history education at the state level with a focus on standards, assessments, and subject-matter requirements for initial teacher licensure. While only eleven states refer to “history” in the titles of their standards documents, twenty-five states mandate four or more years of instruction in U.S. and state history. And forty-one states require a U.S. history course to graduate from high school, up from thirty states in 2003.

To learn more, download the full report as a PDF or request a print copy at info@teachinghistory.org.
Find information on state requirements for U.S. history by exploring data through our interactive map. Click on individual states to learn whether history courses are required for high school graduation and whether or not there is a state assessment.

**Roundtables**

**21ST-CENTURY SKILLS AND THE LEARNING OF HISTORY**

Does the learning of history need to be updated in the 21st century? Read what educators and historians around the country have to say and add your thoughts to the conversation.

“The danger with syncing history to the 21st century is that it means, or at least I take it to mean, ramping up our investment in ‘technologically enhanced learning,’ which is usually some kind of shorthand for asking students to do all their work from their computers by hop-scotching from one website to another.”

—Jill Lepore (historian)

“We still need to teach our students to think critically. They still need to know how to find relevant and reliable sources and to use digital tools and resources efficiently.”

—Steven Goldberg (educator)

**WHAT ROLE SHOULD HISTORY DEPARTMENTS PLAY IN TEACHER PREPARATION?**

Join the conversation about the role of history departments in teacher preparation. Should history teacher education be placed in the hands of historians? Or should teachers be trained exclusively in colleges of education?

“The only conclusion I can make about the role of history departments in the preparation of teachers is that they are necessary but not sufficient components of the education of secondary teachers.”

—Gloria Ladson-Billings (education professor)

“...We still need to teach our students to think critically. They still need to know how to find relevant and reliable sources and to use digital tools and resources efficiently.”

—Steven Goldberg (educator)
Digital Classroom

Explore the new Digital Classroom section, featuring:

• **Tech for Teachers**—an annotated guide to digital tools;

• **Beyond the Chalkboard**—video of digital tools “in action” in the classroom; and

• **Ask a Digital Historian**—answers to your questions about digital tools and history education.

---

**Tech for Teachers**

**SEARCH ENGINES**

teachinghistory.org/professional-development/tech-for-teachers/23822

Teaching students to search the Internet effectively is an exercise in critical thinking and project planning. But let’s face it—a Google search for “Civil War” yields more than 122 million results, far more than any student can reasonably navigate. It’s irresistible to explore the first dozen or so responses without looking further. Explore here to learn new search techniques and discover tools that provide specialized approaches to web information retrieval.

---

**Beyond the Chalkboard**

**INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD AND A ZOOM-IN INQUIRY**

teachinghistory.org/digital-classroom/beyond-the-chalkboard/24158

History teacher Joe Jelen, in Silver Spring, MD, introduces “zoom-in inquiry,” a technique for teaching with visual primary sources. Using PowerPoint and his interactive whiteboard, Jelen guides students through the process of looking at small pieces of a political cartoon on the My Lai Massacre, slowly revealing the entire image.

This political cartoon by Paul Conrad, published in the *Los Angeles Times* in 1971, explores the U.S. reaction to the
My Lai Massacre and the trial of Lt. William Calley. The lesson shown here models strategies for exploring political cartoons, public opinion, and photography as students explore the perspectives of individuals whose voices do not appear in the textbook narrative.

USING SKYPE IN THE CLASSROOM

teachinghistory.org/digital-classroom/beyond-the-chalkboard/24161

In this twenty-minute video, educator Silvia Tolisano (langwitches.org/blog/about/) narrates a comprehensive overview of Skype and its use and potential in the classroom. She includes a basic introduction to the hardware and software involved and advice on how to set up a call. She also discusses where to look for contacts, shows footage of classroom-to-classroom calls and classroom-to-expert (author, artist, historian) calls, and makes suggestions on planning, troubleshooting, and following up calls. She focuses on images and examples of Skype use in elementary-level classrooms.

Ask a Digital Historian

HISTORIC IMAGES ARE EVERYWHERE

teachinghistory.org/digital-classroom/ask-a-digital-historian/23885

Q. Is there a database of historic pictures that you would recommend for use in a high school history classroom?

A. Historic images are online, everywhere. And with the speed of cut-and-paste and right-click downloads, it’s easy to grab a photo and run without validating the original source of an image, who posted it online, and whether the digitized representation corresponds to the archival version. Fragments, touchups, and images without citations are often misleading. Read the full answer online to learn about images and image research.
TAH Projects

Explore resources related to Teaching American History (TAH) grants to learn from current and past projects and to plan for future grant applications.

Project Spotlight

CAUSES OF CONFLICT

Causes of Conflict (Vancouver, WA) includes strong evaluation techniques and continuous reflection on grant practice. In addition to sharing resources, the project website reflects an ongoing interest in what teachers need and want to know. A survey inquires about interest in various time periods and developing specific skills, teaching challenges, and approaches to history.

Lessons Learned

MODELING PLACE-BASED TEACHING

teachinghistory.org/tah-grants/lessons-learned/24082

Sarah Jencks of Ford’s Theatre and Talia Mosconi of Tudor Place Historic House discuss multilayered programs for teaching educators about using historic places as primary sources. A number of historical sites in Washington, D.C., have formed partnerships to provide educators with a wide-ranging orientation to the city’s history. Jencks and Mosconi warn against the dangers of racing through too many historical sites without context or time to process.

“[We] realized that we were both approaching the Civil War in very different ways, in terms of working with teachers, and that they were really complementary....We realized if we did it together we could create a much richer program where teachers can actually look at the Civil War from different viewpoints.”

LOCAL HISTORY AND STUDENT HISTORIANS

teachinghistory.org/tah-grants/lessons-learned/24078

Experienced high-school teacher James Percoco talks through his experiences learning to teach with historic places. Exploring your local community can
engage students with the history surrounding them. Walk your students (and yourself) through the popular memory of a historical place before visiting, and guide students in seeing not just the constructed, polished version of history, but its often less-comfortable reality.

“A historic house museum, a historic site, a cemetery—they are tangible real places from the past that you can touch, you can tap into, and you can use to both teach as well as to learn.... Being at a place gives the event a sense of immediacy. But I think you have to be careful, because I think you have to make sure that you don’t romanticize these things. I think, you know, you go to Gettysburg today, you go to Antietam today, any of the Civil War battlefields, any battlefield and it’s not the same, okay. You are not looking at heaps of dead men and dead horses, you don’t have the smell, you don’t have the smoke.”

Watch more online!

2009 TEACHING AMERICAN HISTORY ANNUAL PROJECT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE
teachinghistory.org/tah-grants/annual-project-directors-conference/23875

Watch video of keynote speakers from the 2009 TAH Annual Project Directors Conference in Washington, D.C., with a focus on public history, Latino history, and America and the world.

U.S. Department of Education Announces New TAH Grantees
teachinghistory.org/nhec-blog/24164

Last month, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced the award of $115.3 million to 124 school districts to improve the quality of teaching American history in our nation’s schools. Grants were awarded to school districts in 40 states, the District of Columbia, and American Samoa.